The General Mechanic’s Tool Kit 5 BLACK

P/N KIT GMTK-5-BLK

GMTK LEGACY
• The GMTK has been a principal tool system in the military for over ten years
• Over 90,000 GMTK tool kits have been fielded and maintained
• Passed extreme weather, temperature, and combat testing and requirements

ENHANCED ENGINEERING
• Advanced tool load from industrial grade manufacturers such as Stanley Proto, Gerber, and Steamlight
• Upgraded 6lb closed-cell foam for increased durability and function
• New black-on-yellow color scheme to further enhance rapid inventory capabilities
• Modern full-color diagram and inventory listing
• Rugged new wheel design and telescoping handle for better mobility
• New, larger latches improve ease of use and security
• The lightweight, waterproof tool chest is injection-molded and available in Black

COMPLETE LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT
• With over 15 years engineering and maintaining tool kits, Kipper Tool has a proven record of complete life cycle management for every Kipper Tool tool system
• Kipper Tool’s warranty program provides an easy and fast system to replace lost or broken tools with guaranteed compatible parts

* All prices subject to change based upon addition of new components. Components may be substituted due to availability. Items may not be shown individual.
Custom tool kit foam inserts for drawers are available as an additional purchase option. CAD design and tooling by CNC routers provide high quality foam inserts for custom configurations of tools. Heavy duty 4 lb. high contrast dual-layered foam provides instant inventory features with excellent tool protection. Minimum requirement of 50 tool kits. Contact Kipper Tool for details.

* All prices subject to change based upon addition of new components. Components may be substituted due to availability. Items may not be shown individual.
GMTK Upgrade Kit

General Mechanic’s Tool Upgrade Kit

NSN 5180-01-546-6674

The General Mechanics Tool Kit Up Grade Kit is NOW available. Based upon the user input the Program Manager for Set Kits Outfits and Tools (PM-SKOT) has improved tool load with in the fielded tool system. To simplify this upgrade, a kit has been engineered. It arrives with two new foam fitted drawers, tools, mylars (tool locator) and step by step directions.

The new tool load highlights a new full set of 1/2” & 3/8” sockets on rails, upgraded flashlight, magnetic pick up tool, inspection mirror, locking extensions, Vise Grips, screwdrivers, sealed headed ratchets, pry bar and 10” Channellock pliers. Furthermore, the new mylar (tool locator) provides upgrade color photos to ease in recognition and inventory processes.

* All prices subject to change based upon addition of new components. Components may be substituted due to availability. Items may not be shown individual.